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(Is using by Ab Nanol Technologies Oy as
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AGENDA
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 ALUB® is a unique micelle technology-based lubricant additive

 ALUB® forms a nano-thin protective layer on, and only on, the 

friction surfaces, thanks to perfectly suspended soft metal ions 

contained in the lubricant.

→ Reducing friction and operating temperature of the components

→ Lowering wear and protecting the friction surfaces

→ Extending lifetime of components and lubricant

→ Increasing the efficiency of industrial applications

WHAT IS ALUB®?
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ALUB® TECHNOLOGY

The ALUB® additive is kept 

dispersed in the lubricant oil 

thanks to a unique reversed 

micelle (RM) structure.

CONFIDENTIAL
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ALUB® TECHNOLOGY

Source:

 Third Body Formation



ALUB® TECHNOLOGY

Nanol® atomic layer

• Interaction between 

surface asperities

→ wear process

• Release of 

radicals/electrons (e-)

• Reduction of copper 

ions (Cu2+)

• Cu2+ + 2e-
→ Cu0

• Protective copper (Cu) 

layer formed only on 

the friction surfaces

Source:

CONFIDENTIAL



 There are indications that the ALUB additive is arranged 

as hard core reverse micelles (RM) in hydrocarbon 

environment.

 The micelles are arranged to larger agglomerates. 

agglomerates up to 1 micron (1µm) have been analyzed.

 Micelle size ~30-40nm.

 Hydrocarbon tails from the copper(II)oleate

are exposed to the solvent, while the polar

heads point toward the interior, possibly

towards a Cu2+ / CuO / Sn/Cu core.

ALUB - COMPOSITION



 Antiwear and antifriction based on the formation of a tribo-

chemical film coating.

 Formation of metallic copper durable film on the friction 

surfaces due to following tribochemical reaction (selective 

transfer):

 Cu2+ + 2 e-
→ Cu0

 CuO + e-
→ Cu0

 2 Fe2+ (or Fe0 ) + 3 CuO + 2H2O → Fe2O3 + 3Cu0 + 4H+

NANOL/ ALUB - TECHNOLOGY



 Theory well documented with >30 years of 

solid academic research

 Unique technology; self structuring nano-thin 

protective layer (no S or P!)

 Excellent test results

 Extensive application potential

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
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EXPERIENCES

Laboratories

Shipping

Railways

Mining

Trucking 

 Industrial applications

 Bearings

 Gear boxes

 Compressors
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 Instead of adding the combination of all chemical additives, 

ALUB® is the only additive you need to add into greases!

 Use our suggested volume of ALUB® in your greases, you will 

have the better performance meanwhile the cheaper production 

cost!

HOW TO BENEFIT FROM ALUB®
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INSTITUTE REPORTS

Fraunhofer-Institut für Werkstoffmechanik, VTT – Technical

Mikrotribologie Centrum µTC (Germany): Research Centre of 

Finland:



RNT TEST

CONTINUOUS WEAR MEASUREMENT



 RNT (Radionuclide Technique) wear test: marine oil and marine 

oil+Nanol

RNT WEAR TEST



Tribometer Tests Ball on Flat 

 FN = 25 N, v = 0 – 1,5 m/s 

 p = 433 MPa

 ball diameter 1,27 cm

ANTON PAAR VISKOSIMETER



ANTON PAAR VISKOSIMETER

 Friction test marine oil and marine oil + Nanol:

30% lower friction with Nanol / ALUB



 Solubility of 1%, 2%, 3% and up to 10% of ALUB® tested

 In all samples ALUB perfectly soluble

SOLUBILITY IN PAO AND ESTER OILS



THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!
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